
Educate. Empower. Excel.

School Uniform Guidelines — SY 16-17

BOTTOMS
•Grades 5-8: KHAKI Bottoms
 oPants or skirts (knee-length)-no shorts
 oLeggings are not considered pants
•Grades PK3-4: NAVY Bottoms
 oPants, skirts, dresses, shorts, skorts, or jumpers. 
   (All bottoms should be knee length.)
 oDenim is not allowed, even denim that looks like navy
 oLeggings are not considered pants

TOPS
•PK3-Kindergarten: Scholars must wear a YELLOW polo or blouse, short or long sleeved shirt 
            with collar, solid color. 
•Grades 1-4: Scholars must wear a LIGHT BLUE polo or blouse, short or long sleeved shirt 
            with collar, solid color. 
•Grades 5-8: Scholars must wear a WHITE or GRAY polo or blouse, short or long sleeved shirt 
            with collar, solid color. 
 oT-shirts and V-necks are not acceptable
 oTops must be tucked into bottoms!

SHOES
•Grades 5-8: solid black dress shoes or boots; no heels, no gym shoes, no pants tucked 
   in boots
•Grades PK3-3: Scholars will have recess daily, so they will need to wear comfortable shoes.
   Solid black soft-soled, closed-toed gym shoes, boots; no heels, no pants tucked in boots

OUTERWEAR
•Navy blue, black, or grey sweater are allowed

SOCKS & TIGHTS
•Navy blue, black, gray or white solid color socks and tights
•Socks should be plain and include no designs such as hearts, polka dots, stripes, glitter, etc

JEWERLY, MAKE-UP & NAILS  
•Earrings: Scholars may wear stud earrings smaller than a dime
•Scholars may wear one watch or bracelet 
•No necklaces may be worn 
•Lip gloss ONLY- no colored eye shadow or lipstick
•No head wraps may be worn. No oversized hair bows or headbands may be worn 
  by middle school scholars
•Students should not wear distracting jewelry, such as dangling earrings, bracelets, or rings
•Scholars should not wear any jewelry of value to school
•Scholarsʼ nails may be painted; however, scholars cannot wear false nails
  (Parents/Guardians will be responsible for removing false nails)


